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Challenges for
Asia Pacific
Technology Firms
Battle for talent –
drive to attract the best

Office space
in the best locations

Strong growth in headcount

Demanding flexibility in
leases and space availability

Highly creative
work environment

Being more creative with
their space

Differentiation

as an employer/service provider/
investment option

Staff working long hours
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Preference for unique buildings
Seating arrangements to
best suit their business –
from offices to open plan to activity
based working

Strong emphasis on “brand”

Clustering with
like-minded companies

Costs

On site kitchens offering meals
at low cost or for free

particularly for start ups
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Introduction
Demand for office space from technology tenants has grown
dramatically across the Asia Pacific region over the past two years.
In cities where finance and insurance traditionally dominate,
technology occupiers are starting to take over. This is also showing
no sign of abating.
There are many similarities between traditional space occupiers
and technology tenants. These include an increasing drive to
attract the best talent and a focus on cost. There are however
differences which set them apart. Many technology tenants are
experiencing strong growth in headcount which can make long
lease terms more difficult. Similarly, the ability to take on more
space over the term of the lease is frequently required.
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Throughout this report, we refer to technology firms as being:

First Generation

Second Generation

Third Generation

Technology companies that are well established with relatively
low growth in headcount. They have typically been operating
in the Asia Pacific for over 20 years. Many began as hardware
or software suppliers but many have moved on to other services
including applications, cloud and data analytics.
Examples include IBM, Microsoft, HP and Cisco

Technology companies that have established themselves in Asia
Pacific within the past 10 years and typically have moderate
growth in headcount. Many of them are OTT operators.
Examples include Google, LinkedIn and Dropbox.

Technology companies that are recently established or in
start up phase. These firms are currently experiencing rapid
growth in headcount.
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What locations do
technology tenants prefer?
Ultimately, technology tenants choose a location that allows them
to attract the best people. To do this, they need to be in the best
locations. These locations differ according to whether the firm is a
first, second or third generation technology firm, and according to
whether the firm is in a low or high growth market.
In low growth office markets such as Hong Kong, Singapore
and Australia, second and third generation technology firms
typically locate in CBDs while first generation firms remain in
decentralised business park environments. Often this reflects
the period in which these firms established themselves in these
countries. Twenty years ago, technology occupiers typically
wanted campus style developments in non-CBD locations. Many
of them were undertaking significant amounts of research and

development of hardware and software so typically required
more space. Newer firms, which typically are OTT operators,
are preferring to be in CBDs, close to public transport, retail
amenity, cafes and restaurants.
In high growth markets such as China and India, occupation trends
are more diverse. There appears to be more co-location of each
generation of technology firm. This is partly because of a stronger
push by governments to co-locate technology firms. The strong
growth of occupiers in these markets, as well as the amount of
space that is set aside for research, are driving the locations that
these groups occupy. Smaller firms also appear to be more likely
want to co-locate with the larger, more established groups, a direct
contrast to what is happening in low growth markets.

Top Locations by Country

SINGAPORE

HONG KONG

CHINA

INDIA

AUSTRALIA

Beijing

First
Generation

Decentralised
locations

Decentralised
locations

Zhongguancun
Technology Park,
Wangjing

Shanghai

SBD and PBD
in Bangalore,
Pune and Gurgaon

Sydney
Macquarie Park,
Pyrmont

Zhangjiang

Beijing

Second
Generation

Core CBD

City Centre
but not CBD

Zhongguancun
Technology Park,
Wangjing

Shanghai

SBD and PBD
in Bangalore,
Pune, Gurgaon
and Hyderabad

Sydney CBD
Melbourne CBD

SBD in Bangalore,
Gurgaon

Sydney CBD
Melbourne CBD

Zhangjiang

Third
Generation

Core CBD

City Centre
but not CBD

Beijing
Wangjing

In Hong Kong, there is a distinct preference for second
generation technology firms (e.g., Google, Yahoo and LinkedIn)
to be in the city centre, but not in the CBD. Financial technology
(“fintech”) firms, which are experiencing strong growth in
Hong Kong, are typically located in close proximity to traditional
banking and finance firms – which are mostly located in Central
as the CBD or the ICC tower in Kowloon. First generation firms
generally prefer to be in Science Park and Cyber Port to allow
for greater R&D and lab space.
Differentiation is a big driver for technology firms in Singapore.
To create a point of difference and establish their brands,
second and third generation firms prefer to locate in core CBD
locations. More established firms generally feel that they have
established a strong enough brand to attract and retain staff in a
more decentralised location.
In China, technology firms prefer to locate their major offices
in first tier cities, particularly Beijing and Shanghai. The main
drivers are a higher level of economic activity, lower market entry
barriers and attractive policy incentives. Usually, these cities have
some areas planned and designated for technology industries,
e.g., Zhongguancun (commonly known as Silicon Village) and
Wangjing in Beijing and Zhangjiang in Shanghai. These areas
offer high amenity, affordable rent and the ability to accommodate
R&D functions. With so many technology firms in one area, these
precincts benefit from clustering of like firms which assist with
business development, operation and expansion.
In India, Bangalore, Pune and Gurgaon are the preferred locations,
primarily because of the ability to attract talent and the ability to
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access A-Grade buildings at affordable rents. Generally, there are
sub urban clusters in each city where these tech firms prefer to
be located. For example, ORR in Bangalore, Gurgaon Cyber City
and Hinjewadi in Pune. A key drivers for tech firms clustering
in these locations are tenant retention and proximity to clients
and vendors. Recently, Hyderabad has also emerged as one of
the alternative locations, as the city which was under political
stress for couple of years is reviving again. The trend is evident
from the recent expansion plan by companies like Google, Uber
and Apple which took large office spaces in the city. Other new
entrants are the e-commerce firms with companies like Amazon
and Snapdeal recently taking significant amounts of space in
Bangalore and Gurgaon.
In Australia, the majority of tech firms are preferring to locate in
Sydney and to a lesser extent in Melbourne.First generation firms
are located in business park environments such as Macquarie
Park in Sydney. For second and third generation firms there is
a preference to be in the CBD, close to restaurants, cafes and
retail. The locations they are choosing tend to be ones traditionally
chosen by investment banks – i.e., central locations. Most of them
are situated near the corner of George Street and Martin Place.
There are a number of reasons for this. Partly it is to attract and
retain staff but also to be close to clients and to service providers.
Over the past 24 months, Information technology and services
have been some of the strongest contributors to Australian job
growth. Securing talent is crucial for companies hence the need to
provide an appealing work environment complete with surrounding
amenities that support a twenty-four-seven working environment.
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What type of buildings
do they prefer to be in?

What type of workplaces and
buildings do they want?

Building type by Country

SINGAPORE

First
Generation

Premium
and
A-Grade

HONG KONG

CHINA

Grade A buildings
Campus style in
in business parks decentralised areas
and
or
decentralised areas
business parks

INDIA

AUSTRALIA

Campus style
or
grade A building
in Business parks

Business parks

Technology tenants put a strong focus on their workplaces, with
considerable the aim of attracting the best talent. Across Asia
Pacific there is consistency in the type of space technology tenants
require; however, in China and India there is a greater focus on
space efficiencies. Compared to other tenant types, the main
difference is that there is a stronger drive to create environments
that are attractive to highly creative, and typically younger,
employees. Employees also frequently work long hours and hence
the addition of fun elements and on-site kitchens is popular.

There are a number of differences between technology firms in
China and India on the one hand, and other markets. A greater
focus on cost means that space efficiencies are more important.
Similarly, many of the larger technology firms are located in
decentralised areas and so private bus services to metropolitan
lines are important.

Workplace requirements
for technology firms

Building requirements
for technology firms
Strong Requirements

Second
Generation

Premium
and
A-Grade

Premium
and
Grade A buildings
in the city centre

Campus style in
decentralised areas
or
business parks

Campus style
or
grade A
multi tenanted
buildings

Large amounts of collaborative space
including break out areas, meeting rooms, cafes

A-Grade

Open plan environments
which may or may not be
Activity Based Workplaces

Third
Generation

Secondary space
or
shophouse

Low cost
or
serviced offices,
until headcount
is more stable

In Singapore first and second generation technology firms typically
target Premium Grade A buildings in both CBD and Business
Parks. Some of the smaller start-up firms entering the market will
consider shophouses for cost considerations and a young / funky
image
Hong Kong technology firms tend to be more low key and are
unlikely to locate in prominent buildings, even for their sales
offices. Second and third generation tech firms tend to look
for creative space located in a convenient locations while first
generation technology firms look for more practical buildings.
For first generation technology tenants in China, the ability to
access large amounts of space at an affordable rate is a primary
concern. They typically target buildings in decentralised areas or
business parks. For third generation firms, the ability to access low
cost space in A-Grade space in downtown locations allows them to
provide a convenient location for employees, as well as controlling
outgoings. Once they grow, they tend to move to decentralised
locations.
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Low cost A-Grade

Grade A
or
Secondary space

High levels of building security

A-Grade
or
Secondary

The large requirements typically demanded by technology firms
in India mean that the types of buildings required have large floor
plates, uninterrupted power supply, ample parking and amenities
like cafeterias and gyms. Given the growth these firms are
achieving in India there is a significant amount of pre-commitment
activity taking place. For example, TCS has pre-committed 2 million
square feet of space in Mumbai in 2018.
In Australia, first generation technology groups and very large
second generation technology groups (e.g., Google) are tending
to prefer to occupy purpose built facilities. New tech and smaller
occupiers tend to locate in existing buildings.
Ideally, many new tech occupiers want to be in a building with
some defining factor (e.g., heritage building or a smaller office
building in which they can occupy the whole building) however
these are often difficult to find in the locations that they prefer and
often do not have the base services that they require.
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!

Good fibre/broadband connectivity

Strong emphasis on branding
and design elements

High capacity exhaust systems
for on-site kitchens

High quality furniture
and accessories

Sufficient emergency power to
support critical IT infrastructure

Less formal and more fun –

24/7 air conditioning

focus on “wow” factor

Medium Requirement

High levels of customisation

Large kitchens

to support workplace cafes

Concierge services

Gym

End of trip facilities

Outdoor space
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How are they
handling
strong growth
in headcount?
One of the defining features of technology firms across Asia
Pacific is that they are growing at a rapid rate. This means that
they typically require greater flexibility in leases and the ability to
take on space at short notice. In markets with high vacancies, this
is typically not a problem; however, in low vacancy markets (e.g.,
Hong Kong) it can be more challenging for them. In those markets,
tenants will often take on additional space in anticipation of future
growth; however, this can be a problem if expected increases in
headcount do not eventuate.
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Do they care
about sustainability
and wellness?
Activity based working is typically used to handle uncertainty in
headcount, particularly for second and third generation occupiers.
This allows them to accommodate expansion and contraction over
a longer time period than allocated seating would.
In Australia, many landlords are offering flexible space which is
useful for third generation technology firms. This space can be
offered on a short term or flexible basis. Similarly companies like
WeWork and Regus, which operate globally, are also utilised by
technology firms and both of these groups are looking for more
space globally to accommodate growth in technology tenants,
amongst others.
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Sustainability is a focus for most technology firms (e.g., Google
Green, Green on Facebook). From a property perspective,
the buildings that they typically occupy tend to have a high
sustainability or wellness ratings (e.g., Green Star, LEED, BCA,
WELL). It is considered, unlikely however, that they have chosen
these buildings because of rankings, rather that they are high
quality, well located buildings that are typically likely to have
better rankings.
In China and India, the availability of buildings with green ratings is
more limited and hence it is harder for technology firms to locate
in these buildings. Green certification appears to be less important
to most tech firms than other factors, such as occupation cost,
location, transportation, accessibility, space and amenity.
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